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THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK: “The phenomenon of so-called ‘immigration’ represents an

orchestrated and long-prepared plan by international powers to radically change the Christian and national
identities of the European peoples. These powers use the Church’s enormous moral potential and her structures
to more effectively achieve their anti-Christian and anti-European goal. To this end they are abusing the true
concept of humanism and even the Christian commandment of charity.” Asked to comment on Italy’s new and
very outspokenly Euro-skeptic Minister of the Interior, Matteo Salvini, the bishop said that he did not know
Italy’s political situation well, but that he applauded any European government’s attempt to emphasize their
nation’s sovereignty and 'historical, cultural, and Christian identity' against 'a kind of new Soviet Union' with
'an unmistakably Masonic ideology' - The European Union. - Bishop Schneider of Kazakhstan 2 July 2018

MASS MIGRATION PLAN TO WATER DOWN EUROPE’S CHRISTIAN IDENTITY
By Dorothy Cummings McLean
MILAN, Italy, July 2, 2018 Bishop Athanasius Schneider of Kazakhstan, 57, - an interview from Milan’s
‘Il Giornale’ news service: https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/bishop-mass-migration-part-of-plan-to-water-down-europes-christian-identity
In the interview, the bishop also answered questions about the 'doctrinal confusion' in the Catholic Church,
on intercommunion, on Pope Francis’s controversial encyclical Amoris laetitia, and on the phenomenon of
children being raised by same-sex couples. Regarding doctrinal confusion, Bishop Schneider reflected that
even forty years ago Pope Paul VI had realized there was a problem in the Church, saying: “We believed that
after the Council a sunny day for the history of the Church would arrive. What arrived instead was a day of
clouds, of storms, of darkness, of searching, of uncertainty. The smoke of Satan entered through some crack
into the temple of God.”
The situation has become worse, Schneider said, leading ‘the great’ Cardinal Carlo Caffaro to say, shortly
before he died, that “Only a blind man could deny that there is a great confusion in the Church.”
Concerning recent attempts by some bishops to admit non-Catholics to Holy Communion, Bishop Schneider
underscored that since the result of communion is the “perfect union of all the members of the [Catholic]
Church”, granting it to a someone who continues to reject the Catholic faith is a "lie". The dubia (questions)
touching on the admission of Catholics in irregular marital unions have not been resolved, the bishop said.
He noted that some clerics at every level had simply decided to allow communion to people living as if they
were legitimately married, but that “no ecclesiastical authority has the power to dispense with the Sixth
Commandment and the indissolubility of marriage.” The bishop was just as candid with his opinions about
homosexuality, especially regarding same-sex couples raising children.
“The Catholic Church, just like every human person of common sense and simple reason has always rejected
homosexual activity,” he said. “Entrusting children to homosexual so-called couples is a violation of a
fundamental right of every child to be raised and educated by a daddy and a mommy.”
“The entrustment of children to homosexual so-called couples represents in the last analysis a moral abuse
of children, the smallest and most defenseless,” Schneider continued. “This phenomenon will go down in
history as one of the greatest degradations of civilization. Those who daily fight such a crying injustice are
the true friends of children and heroes of our age.”				
		***

BASED EASTERN EUROPEANS SHOW THE WAY By Richard Miller
While Western Europe is in a race to commit national
suicide, Eastern Europe seems to be getting that good
old survival instinct back, putting lead back into their
pencils, as the example of Bulgaria now shows:
https://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/07/01/
bulgarian-prime-minister-close-europes-borders-imprison-illegals-deport-africa/

“Bulgarian prime minister has said: the migrant crisis
can be solved if the EU can seal its external border,
detain illegal migrants already present, and deport
them back to where they came from, and called to
forestall German chancellor Angela Merkel’s partners
in Bavaria walking out of government and collapsing
her fragile ‘grand coalition’. The Bulgarian leader said
he would support any plan which involved sending
migrants back to the first EU state they arrived in —
often border states like his own — in line with the
EU’s old Dublin regulations.

“Let’s face it: Greece, Italy and Bulgaria let the
migrants through, and they went to Germany,” he said
bluntly. “That’s how the countries of Western Europe
were flooded with migrants, and that’s why they want
to send some of them back.”
He added, however, that these illegal migrants would
not have crossed into their territory in the first place,
if Angela Merkel had not issued an open invitation for
them to come, and that he would not accept tens of
thousands being sent back to his country without an
agreement to detain them.”
Indeed, it is the cultural Marxism and manic globalism
of the likes of Merkel, which is laying a grave for
Western Europe. Yet, there is a stronger growing hope if
rebellion of the nations in the East take a stand against
the tyranny of mass immigration.			
***

SHE JUST CAN’T GET ENOUGH … MIGRANTS By Richard Miller
“Europe faces many challenges, but that of migration
could become the make-or-break one for the EU,” she
told the Bundestag. “Either we manage it, so others
in Africa believe that we are guided by values and
believe in multilateralism, not unilateralism, or nobody
will believe any longer in the system of values that has
made us strong. That’s why it’s so important.”

Like an East German communist robot, Merkel wants
even more migrants, because the only thing which exists
in the evaluative universe of the EU is migrants. Nothing
else exists or matters, just migrants, who created the
EU world in the beginning, according to her new World
Order theology:
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/28/angela-merkel-warnsmigrant-crisis-could-make-or-break-eu-ahead-crucial-summit.html

Did I exaggerate in comparing Merkel’s position to
basic theology? I think not. East German communist
energy is now transformed into the desperate need to
demographically swamp Europe to bring in a Muslim
Marxist utopia.
Extraterrestrial anthropologists, studying all of this
must be amazed that the human sheeple put up with so
much for so long. Apathy, laziness and stupidity, are the
real keys to human history.				
***

“Angela Merkel has warned that the migrant crisis
could be “make or break” for the European Union,
hours ahead of a crucial summit on migration.
The German chancellor, already under fire, spoke
in front of a rowdy parliament in an attempt to win
over conservative critics within her own coalition
government who have threatened to bring her down.

CHRISTIAN GENOCIDE IN NIGERIA: BUT ARE THE LEFT OUTRAGED?
By Richard Miller
Everywhere in the West, the Left progressives are
jumping up and down about “human rights,” which is
always related to migrants/people of colour/ the genders.
We hear nothing from these social justice warriors about
the persecution, if not genocide, of Christians.
Nigeria is a country to examine:
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/981611/
christian-persecution-christianity-nigeria
“Last weekend 238 Christians were killed in a number
of attacks by militia in Plateau State, a region in the
heart of the country. Campaigners are warning it is
just the latest example of 'pure genocide' in a country
ravaged by religious division. A joint statement issued
by the Christian Association of Nigeria said more than
6,000 Christian worshippers - 'mostly children, women
ON TARGET

and the aged' - had already been killed this year. They
said: “There is no doubt that the sole purpose of these
attacks is aimed at ethnic cleansing, land grabbing and
forceful ejection of the Christian natives from their
ancestral land and heritage.
“What is happening in Plateau state and other select
states in Nigeria is pure genocide and must be stopped
immediately".
This occurred while the US Left were doing cartwheels
of rage over president Trump’s mild, by comparison to
much of Asian, especially China’s, border controls. It
goes to show that we live in a profoundly anti-Christian
world, and Christians should not be complacent, or
ignorant of the threats that exist.			
***
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THE JOY OF RADICAL DECENTRALISATION By James Reed
The common theme to all writers here is a complete
scepticism about centralised power, for we all believe
that power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts
absolutely. Thus, we would be happiest with a radical
decentralisation of all power, social, political, economic
and especially financial. Social credit embraces this
philosophy as well, seeing centralised money power as
crushing individual freedom, and much, much else.
Fine, but what would happen if a society actually
followed what we advocate? Would it be a failed social
experiment, at the opposite end of the spectrum from
socialism? In fact, the results will be splendid, for this
social experiment actually works!

It sure sounds scary to those unable to imagine a life
of true freedom, but the town has been liberated since
2011 and no politician is allowed to come in and begin
to control the people. Members of an autonomous
militia — guard every entrance to the town, looking
for strangers with contraband. ‘Contraband’ would
be considered political propaganda posters of those
who claim the right to rule other human beings. Since
the town has been freed in 2011, there’s no use for
politicians or those who want power over others.
For years, the town had been terrorized by an
organized crime syndicate, devoted to illegally
logging the surrounding forests. So after the people
drove out the criminals, they disarmed and drove out
the corrupt cops who had protected them. Then they
banned the politicians. Cherán has achieved something
unthinkable in Michoacán: a dramatic drop in murder
rates, with rates for other serious crimes hovering
at nearly zero. For those in Mexico, especially in an
election year marred by wanton political murders,
Cherán stands as proof that, in the country’s
entrenched cycle of violence, the key ingredient to that
violence is the state. Remove that ingredient, and it’s
possible to start from scratch. It bears reasoning that
when those who claim the right to rule over others are
removed from society, and people are left in freedom,
they are much better human beings.”

“The town of Cherán was once plagued by people
claiming the right to rule over them and now they
live peaceful lives free of violence. After the town
of 20,000 people in Mexico decided to take matters
into their own hands by kicking out politicians, cops,
and criminals, the now completely voluntary society
is running great and the people finally have freedom
and peace. Cherán is now run by autonomous groups
of armed individuals acting on a voluntary basis,
with no one making laws, but no one harming each
other either. Choosing to work together instead of
submitting to the authoritarian regime previously
claiming ownership over the town and those who
reside in it, the people couldn’t be doing better now
that they’ve grabbed a firm hold of their freedom.

www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-07-02/mexican-town-overthrew-their-local-

government-and-things-are-going-great				***

CHINA-VIETNAM WAR 2.0 By James Reed
The elites have made Australia into an Asian country
and no doubt plan to gradually eliminate all traditional
cultural institutions, such as the monarchy, the English
language, and common law legal system in the future,
as Australia becomes majority Asian, primarily Chinese.
The people were warned about this, and apparently, by
their lack of resistance, not even voting for clear antiimmigration candidates are accepting this, just as the
“people” have accepted same sex marriage.
Yet an Asian war will disturb Australia’s sense of
slumber. This topic typically involves contemplation of
a US vs China match, with Australia probably taking
China’s side in the end, given vast Chinese ownership
of the country as documented in Clive Hamilton's Silent
Invasion. Nevertheless, there is more to Asia than just
little old Australia, or what remains of it, and not all
Asian countries are as cucked as Australia. Take Vietnam
for example:
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/06/chinas_next_war.html

“Despite being two of the world’s three remaining
communist states, China and Vietnam look to be on
the verge of war. Vietnam is an obstacle to China’s
ambitions for East Asian hegemony. One of truisms
ON TARGET

from popular culture is that one should never get
involved in a land war in Asia. The mistake of getting
involved in a land war in Asia is hard to avoid if one of
your neighboring countries is set upon attacking you,
which is Vietnam’s fate. If China is going to attack
Vietnam, there would be satellite evidence of Chinese
preparations, and so there is.
A satellite photo of 36 acres of new, red-roofed
buildings at army base in China 10 km north of the
border has surfaced.”
China and Vietnam have been at war before, beginning
in 1979, with Chinese attacks on Vietnam continuing up
to 1991. Over 2 million Chinese artillery rounds were
fired at Ha Giang province from 1984 to 1989. Future
conflict would be simply a continuation of this, and more
so, given China’s aggression in the South China Sea.
One Asian war is likely to set off an entire chain of them
as other countries which feel threatened by China may
feel that it is better to fight the dragon now, and not later,
when it is even bigger and meaner.
What happens then to our Asianised 'Australia'?
***
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THE PARADOX OF ARTHRITIS By Mrs Vera West
If you suffer from arthritis, like me, and are really
feeling it this global cooling winter, then the natural
instinct is to wrap up in cotton wool, and reduce exercise.
That is a mistake, as this article explains:
http://blueheronhealthnews.com/site/2018/06/29/
new-arthritis-paradox-discovered/?tt=newsletter&it=IT_V04

“A team of researchers noticed that astronauts who
spent a lot of time in space had an increased risk of
osteoarthritis. Interestingly, in space there is no gravity
and therefore no strain on their joints.
The researchers placed meniscus cells in a bioreactor
built by NASA that simulated space conditions.
After just three weeks, they observed genetic changes
in the cells that normally occur when arthritis begins to
take hold. From this, they concluded that microgravity

DO THE LEFT REALLY CARE ABOUT
THE CHILDREN? By Mrs Vera West

ACTION TARGET
Former PM, Tony Abbott has come out urging
Australia to exit from the Paris Agreement which
commits signature members to a reduction of carbon
dioxide emissions. It was actually Tony Abbott who
first signed an interim agreement which was later
confirmed with Deputy Liberal Leader, Julie Bishop.
Mr Abbott has now realised it is the Paris Agreement,
along with the destruction of Australia’s coal powered
generation, which has caused the massive hike in power
prices.
These costs are affecting all business as well as
domestic consumers. In the business world, the power
costs have driven some to close their doors - another
lost industry to overseas producers where more sensible
rules apply.
There are claims that one new coal powered
generation plant is opened each week in China. India is
another keen producer of low cost electricity from coal.
Of interest is the fact that China and India are using
Australian coal.
We are blessed with huge coal deposits which could
be used for cheaper power for us!
Regarding the so-called pollution. The recent
volcanic activity has emitted vast volumes of carbon
into the atmosphere which makes our amount which
would come from coal generation, appear about the size
of the bubble in a spirit level.
Write, telephone or email MP’s in support of Tony
Abbott’s stand. He has considerable support among
Coalition Members and cross-benchers. They all need
support from the community.
Ask your local federal MP whether he supports such a
practical policy. Better still; urge him to get behind the
move to withdraw from the Paris Agreement. –ND
ON TARGET

caused genes responsible for healthy meniscus tissue
to switch off while simultaneously causing genes
that led to the breakdown of this tissue to switch
on. The harmful effects of microgravity on weightbearing joints might result from the fact that they are
precisely engineered to withstand tension and large
biomechanical forces. When this tension and force in
the form of body weight is removed in space, the joints
cannot perform the functions for which they exist, thus
triggering their degradation.”
This weightless situation was functionally equivalent
to not exercising. Consequently the key is to still keep
doing moderate, sensible exercise for arthritis. It is like
keeping a rusty hinge in motion, to get some sort of
movement rather than letting it rust up completely. ***

The point needs to be raised in the debate in the US
about the child illegals, who are obviously being used
to gain political leverage to achieve their sacred goal of
mass immigration. What about when Madeleine Albright,
now rattling on about Trumpian fascism, was asked by a
reporter about the death of half a million Iraqi children
due to sanctions, she coldly replied: “It was worth it”(?)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omnskeu-puE

Those advocating continued mass migration did not
jump up and down, and roll around the floor when that
genocide was committed, but when President Trump
simply wants to protect borders. You would think he was
starving to death half a million Iraqi children!
https://www.amazon.com/Fascism-Warning-Madeleine-Albright/dp/0062802186
						***
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